Appendix VII: Nominalization by Giba, John
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appendix vii
nominalization
NOMINALIZED CONSTRUCTION VERb
be in support of support
bring to a conclusion end, conclude
carry out the calibration of calibrate
cause a delay delay
come to the conclusion that conclude that
conduct an investigation investigate
determinations were performed were determined
exhibit a tendency tend
give consideration to consider
give indication of indicate, show, suggest
has a requirement for requires, needs
has seen an expansion in has expanded
is in violation of violates
it is my intention to i intend to
make an adjustment in adjust
make an attempt to try to
make an assumption that assume
make a choice choose
make a comparison of compare
make preparations for prepare for
make reference to refer to
make a statement saying state, say
obtain estimates of estimate
offer confirmation of confirm
perform the analysis analyze
perform the development of develop
perform the implementation of implement
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appendix vii. nominalization
NOMINALIZED CONSTRUCTION VERb
perform the measurement of measure
perform the monitorization of monitor
place a major emphasis on stress, emphasize
provides a methodological emphasis emphasizes methodology
provides appropriate information for informs
provides guidance for guides
reach the conclusion that conclude that
show a peak peak
take an assessment of assess
take into consideration consider
undertake the surveillance monitor
